Care Provider and/or addiction treatment consumer, ___________________________ will pay a one per cent (1 %) research and/or guidance fee to ___________________________ GUIDANCE AGENT (LEAVE BLANK IF NONE EXISTS) who will pay a one per cent (1 %) research and/or guidance fee to ___________________________ WITNESS OF CORRUPTION (LEAVE BLANK IF NONE EXISTS) and will pay a one per cent (1 %) research and/or guidance fee to TANIS JOCELYN WATT as a lien on the settlement, judgment, monetary recovery in event of a possible Class Action or individual or consolidated lawsuit AND ALL DERIVATIVE LAWSUITS AGAINST Care Provider AND ITS COCONSPIRATORS (THAT WOULD PERHAPS INCLUDE ALL DRUG COMPANIES THAT FALSELY ADVERTISED THEIR DRUGS TO BE MISUSED FOR MISDIAGNOSES) DUE TO NOT doing proper objective diagnostic or scientific tests, such as drug or other tests, NOT documenting sessions by videotaping them, misprescribing drugs, PERHAPS not achieving contractual goals or generally hiding evidence of wrongdoing from the public, taxpayers and legislators, usually in rich and large counties or considering that Care Provider is cost-shifting to the county, the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, and to merchants by cost-shifting to consumers due to causing Care Provider consumer(s) to increase their illegal drug usage because they will likely increase their use of uppers because they were given too many downers, rather than gradually reducing the dosage of their illegal DRUG or illegal habit (generally they are NOT giving them the legal form of their usual illegal drug and/or addiction), which CAUSES them to steal more goods from merchants and use more charity services!

Signed Care Provider Consumer:______________________________________________

Dated: __________________ Care Provider Consumer contact info: ______________

________________________________________

Signed GUIDANCE AGENT:___________________________________________________

GUIDANCE AGENT contact info:______________________________________________